


The setting…

Eerie echoes came from the forlorn home which had looked deserted, 

as if no-one had set foot inside in decades. As I headed towards the 

abandoned abode, a revolting stench lingered, as if something had 

been rotting, left untouched for centuries. Wild, forsaken plants 

grew all over the shattered window, sticking up in every direction, 

uncared for. The silhouettes of immense, colossal trees which stood 

in the distance surrounded the frightening home. Silence filled the 

air, no sound could be heard apart from the howls of the strong 

wind.

Yasmine, Owls



A traveller set on a quest to solve a secret that had been hidden for years.It
was misty and unclear to see the surrounding.Eerie noises could be heard 
from the distance and barely any light seeked through the heavy amount of 
trees.The traveller,who was a mysterious and worried person,continued to 
walk through the creaking,suspicious path.

Creak Crack! 

Each step made twigs crack and leaves merge.While the night got heavier 
and more mist surrounded the air,the traveller proceeded to walk into the 
shallow darkness.He didn't know what was coming for him at all.

As he approached the cracked door,the moonlight struck his eyes.The
ground collapsed as if there was a trapdoor and the traveller was never to 
be seen again.

Tahia, Eagles



My Response to the poem….
Darkness… Grim… Death...Purple shadows shrouded it frorbm the 
enticing wanderers. Fingers stretched desperately; arm strained; 
they had murder in mind. The door creaked... Something 
whispered in the distance I glanced but could see nothing beyond 
the unknown.The overgrown branches covered the door as if it 
was warning me off, but I knocked but no one answered…

A phantom hand on the shoulder, the puff of breath on the 
earlobe , the sensation of being grabbed on the arm, pushed, 
pulled, pinched, poked, slapped, burned .A feeling of light-
headedness and nausea, hair rising on arms and the back of the 
neck, my body’s reaction to a drop in temperature .Chills, 
shivering, breath puffing out… As I stood on the ferny, hideously 
vicious earth, only fear kept my feet planted to the ground.And
my horse in the silence champed the grasses of the forest’s ferny 
floor. Though every word I spoke, fell echoing through the 
shadowiness of the still house.I knocked again but no one 
answered…

Anjum, Owls



Years ago a mysterious man arrived in the deep woodland and held a dark secret no one 
found out yet. But a young traveller decided to find out this dark secret. As he approached 
the unknown woodland, haze crawled in. It made his adventure harder than he planned. A 
while later, he made it out of the fog but he still had to find his way out of the eerie bent 
trees with odd leaves dangling. Not a speck of light was seen. No longer than an hour, he 
made it through the maze of trees. He soon arrived at a ghostly, shattered house. Every 
footstep made a creak on the path. Bats flew passed, the moon disappeared and 
everything stood still, quiet and strange. As he approached the crooked, creaking door, he 
knocked. 

KNOCK! KNOCK! KNOCK! No one replied…

Out of nowhere a stranger caught him in the woods and took him away forever. No one 
knows what happened to him, did he survive or not...

Anisa, Eagles



Slowly approaching the moonlit,wooden door,I 

carefully stepped through the ferny grasses.I had 

kept my  promise ever since I had parted from home. 

I shivered;ferns grew;my horse chewed. “Is there 

anybody there?”I asked,waiting for an 

answer.Throughout the night I knocked and knocked 

but no one descended to me from that very door. 

Dawn had made its stop and still I had no answer to 

my question. I was ready to turn back but I knew I 

couldn’t.It was a promise.A promise that that day I 

would return home.Wolves howled;owls hooted;bats 

screeching There was only one thing I thought and 

that if no one came and answered I would open the 

door myself.A menacing creak began when the 

Traveller pushed the door open to find a dead body 

inside. I was horrified at what could have been that 

happened. I went inside to investigate . . . . . 

Sirin, Eagles



Gloomy, spooky, a lone house. The traveller sensed 
something was fishy about the listeners when he first made 
the agreement with them. Cautiously, he crept up to the door 
while his horse munched on some dry grass. “Rat-a-tat-tat” 
he knocked No answer. Where were they? This was the 
address he was given. Maybe they were out? No head leaned 
over the f ern enveloped balcony Strange The traveller tried 
to fill his confused brain with answers. Were they busy with 
another deal? Maybe they were asleep, after all it was 
midnight. Will they think that he didn’t come and hunt him 
down? All he could think about was bad things. He looked 
around the area, greyish dull sand hugged the floor, wooden 
dark planks hung off the roof of the isolated house. There was 
so much empty space but the listeners were no where to be 
seen. He was fed up with waiting He spoke to the sky “Tell 
them I came.” He shouted “ no one answered” As the echo 
departed, he mounted his horse and rode off into the night

Amara, Owls

What is this place.It’s as cold as a tomb 

and as dark as a windowless room. Why 

don't you open the gate leading to the 

castle and step inside. What do you feel 

and see outside the castle? Well I can 

tell you . The air feels cold and it moves 

rapidly around the castle.The place has 

fog everywhere and the castle looks like 

a monstrous beast.The castle is so 

beastly that i imagined it will come to life 

and devour any traes passeres and any 

one near it. I went to go have a look but 

then i thought i heard a branch 

breaking.” Should I go?should i not ohh i

dont no .ill gess go .

Tanjiya, Owls



What is this spooky old looking house doing here in the 

middle of the forest? I must come and check it out. I 

walked through the creepy, eerie pathway that led to the 

front door. I caught a glimpse of sparkle in the ground 

which was awning an abundance of obstacles that had 

traps.I rambled slowly towards the door having a feeling 

that something weird is going on. It was tranquil and 

peaceful there. There was not a single sound until I 

knocked on the moonlit door. Nobody opened the door 

and not a single head from the leaf fringed sill (window) 

leaned over to check. I stood perplexed and still in my 

spot thinking why nobody has opened the door. A host of 

phantom listeners were the only ones that dwelt in the 

lone house where they stood still listening in the quiet of 

the moonlight. I knew that someone was in there, who 

was not a normal being and does not want to show their 

identity. I could hear them answering my cry. I also knew 

that they would never open the door so I slowly walked 

away still thinking who they actually were until this day.

Safwan, Owls

upon the dead grass.Dead trees hemmed the dark wood 

house.Tall gates protected it.the crooked house was 

huge.graves surrounded the huge mansion.they whispered “I 

see you.”The darkness consumed the misty forest. The 

phantoms guarded the wooden house. The trees twisted their 

branches,stretching them to reach the gloomy abandoned 

house.

1. They may be the listener's friend and know him.

2. The listeners may not be humans and they may be ghost

3. It creates tension because it makes it feel that you’re 

there

4. Because it shows that it hunted

5. That who it is they are able to move and open doors

6. The house is haunted because there are phantoms

7. I think that the traveler is in contact with the listeners.

8. The traveler may have been in the house or lived in the 

house.

My first thoughts about this poem are that it was a person that 

was meeting someone.I am intrigued by this poem because I 

did not know what or who the listeners.

Yasin, Owls



The setting is very quiet and it's night. It also seems like nobody is there except for the 

traveller and everything is empty.

The traveller might be a person who came for a mission in a home in the forest.

The listeners might be the things and objects that are surrounding the traveller.

It creates tension in the poem because it is read in a very scary way and it makes the poem 

feel like it's very dangerous.

The role of the phantoms is like they are not really alive or exist and are just objects around 

the traveller.

The poem implies that someone might have once lived in that house but isn't anymore so 

everything is spirits hearing the traveller.

I think some kind of accident has happened in the house because no one lives there so 

someone might have passed away.

I think the traveller is some spirit because they might have been the person killed while doing 

a journey and wanted to go back to the place where he wanted to end his journey.

The traveller might have been going to the house because he had a mission to solve in the 

house but he didn't make it

My thought on this poem is that it's very sad because it's like someone might have wanted to 

do something in the house and they couldn't manage to do it.

Tahia


